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“Huilinyinyi”, which is widely used in academic circles for its valuable and rich
content. Different from previous studies of the Huilinyinyi which mainly focused on
Fanqie (a traditional method of indicating the pronunciation of a Chinese character),
etymology, unauthorized characters, dictionary compilation etc., this article uses
Shengsheng characters ( the theory of ‘leaving out sound symbols’ by Xushen) of
Huilinyinyi as a source material to excerpt and classify the Shengsheng entry. Firstly
we looked into the differences between ShuoWenJieZi and Shuowenjiezi written by
XuXuan. And also cited other materials as well as analyzed quotes from Huilin, with
the model of character structure and the help of phonology and gloss ( explanations of
words in ancient books), to analyze Shengsheng characters with examples.
We believe that the judgment of whether it is a Shengsheng character should not
be based on the word form. The other word evolution rules such as a free word
evolved into Chinese character radicals. Examples with adequate reasons can be
regarded as Shengsheng characters. The seven major reasons for causing the
misinterpretation of Shengsheng characters in Huilinyiinyi are: first, the discrepancies
during the character’s evolution lead to changes by mistakes by future generations.
Second, ancient characters that are no longer independently used lead to changes in
phonetic signs due to its evolution process. Third, the phonetic characters caused by
phonetic evolution are not in harmonious relationship with its original characters.
Forth, the theory of derivation. Fifth, the usage of borrowed characters. Sixth, there
are some examples characters and their pronunciation is associated with their
meanings. Seventh, Associated compounds are mistaken as phonogram.
Through the analysis of Huilinyinyi, we can not only see the omitting of categories,
phonetic signs and strokes of Shengsheng characters in this book, but also its epochal
character. Huilinyinyi based on the evolution of the form of the characters and the
mid-ancient pronunciation and used a lot of borrowing during the analysis of














time. Moreover, there maybe exist associations between the Shengsheng characters
and the meanging of Shengsheng characters in this book. And this maybe have a
significant relation with the sound-associate-meaning theory raised by Wang Yun. As
a branch of phonogram, Shengsheng characters may also have the phenomenon of the
sound-associate-meaning theory. This issue of choosing meaning-associated words as
the omitted cahracters of Shengsheng characters deserves our in-depth discussion and
has important research value.
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